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Graphic, gritty, and powerful: watercolor in the 21st century 
can be called anything but fragile and polite. Meet the artists 
challenging—and defying—conventions
Words NIONE MEAKIN

Natural connection:  
This watercolor of the 
Plattekill Falls in the 
Catskill Mountains,  
New York, was created 
exclusively for Christie’s 
International Real Estate 
magazine by Mariella 
Bisson (pictured at work 
on the painting, opposite).
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As a fledgling artist, Mariella Bisson didn’t have  
to look far for inspiration. “I come from one of  
the most beautiful places in the world, northern 
Vermont. It is wild there. It’s deep woodland, 
pines, dark-blue lakes.” Her father was a painter 
and the family lived in a house once owned by 
celebrated poet Robert Frost. “I kind of didn’t  
have any choice about becoming an artist.” 

While studying for a degree in drawing at New 
York’s Pratt Institute and yearning for the space 
and greenery of her youth, Bisson made her first 
trip to the Catskill Mountains. A waterfall she 
came across one day was to prove a turning point 
in her career. “It occurred to me I could depict  
it in collage. As soon as I started to work in this 

Stina Persson’s work is defined by sweeping lines 
and, most importantly, vivid watercolor. Yet the 
Stockholm-based fashion illustrator came to the 
medium almost by accident.

On her illustration degree course at New York’s 
Pratt Institute, “we didn’t have a single class in 
watercolor. But after school I made large-scale 
acrylic portraits. With acrylic you mix the paint 
with water and all that dripping and bleeding  
kind of moved into my work.” When a teacher 
introduced her to Dr Ph Martin’s watercolor  
dyes, she never looked back.

As an artist, Persson relishes the liquid’s 
unpredictable nature. “Watercolor is brutal 
because it just flows. You’ll have this great  
piece and all of a sudden you have these long 
yellow drips. Sometimes they ruin it. But I like 
that spontaneity. It’s almost like two people 

working on a piece; the paint does its thing  
and I try to do my thing.”

Its natural looseness and movement 
complement a style that is dynamic rather  
than romantic. “I work quickly but I might  
do 50 pieces before I get the one that’s right. 
Watercolor gives that sketchy feeling, almost  
like someone is scribbling on the edge of the 
catwalk. But it’s important to me that my images 
have weight, too. I don’t want them to be fluffy.”

A sense of depth and an aversion to an overly 
cutesy aesthetic are key to the contemporary 
watercolorist, as is a desire to develop the form. 
Persson lists Austrian figurative innovator  
Egon Schiele and Brooklyn mixed-media artist 
Meri Bourgard as bigger influences than, say, 
Turner or Singer Sargent. “Watercolor often gets  
a bad rap… But it’s much grittier today. We’ll 
introduce ink to get a different look—anything  
to stay away from kitsch.” 
www.stinapersson.com 

 M A RIE LL A  
 B I S SO N
 Woodstock, New York, USA

way, I knew I was on to something.” It was the 
beginning of the graphic, sculptural landscapes 
that have come to characterize her work.

Today, the artist is collected as much for her 
watercolor “field paintings” as for the collages they 
inform. Painted from life in outdoor locations 
throughout New York state and New England, the 
watercolors give “information but also mood, an 
emotional message. A place has a personality.”

Although she discovered watercolor late, Bisson 
was attracted by its similarities to drawing: “Every 
small, sensitive change of direction, every small 
emphasis in the fingers is immediately transferred 
onto the page. Yet the palette is endless.” She also 
enjoys the challenges it presents: “Watercolor is 
the most difficult of all painting media. There’s no 
reverse gear. There’s no removing. If you look at 
my paintings, every single one contains a bright 
white that is the untouched page and for me, that’s 
the heart of watercolor. The thing you don’t touch 
is just as exciting as all that you do.”
www.mariellabisson.com

Sundown Wild Forest in 
the Catskill Mountains 
provided inspiration for 
The Blue Hole (2008, left) 
and Light and Dark, Light 
and Heavy (2011, above) 
—both painted on site.

Persson’s bright, bold 
illustrations bring brand 
packaging, ad campaigns, 
and magazine pages to 
life. Le Kid (below) was 
created for W magazine, 
while Tina (below right)  
featured in the artist’s 
2010 solo show in New 
York, Perfectly Flawed. 
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Scale drives the bold, large-format watercolors 
David Antonides produces: “I might use between  
80 and 200 liters of water, repeatedly applying 
washes and working the paper a lot.” A recent 
project saw the Berlin-based Canadian artist  
take this technique even further, leaving his  
paper outside in the rain before painting on it  
then returning it to the elements. “By the end,  
the paper had such a great feel. It’s good to 
collaborate with the paper. Working together  
leads to some interesting surprises.”

Formerly a tech pioneer, cofounding a wireless-
technology company in 1984, Antonides sold his 
business after 12 years at the helm. “I didn’t 
hesitate in what I wanted to do next. I wanted to 
paint.” He studied in Vancouver, before training  
at The Art Students League of New York, whose 
alumni include Roy Lichtenstein and Jackson 

Antonides’s paintings  
defy the reputation of 
watercolor as a “fragile” 
medium, and capture  
the movement and pace  
of city life, as seen here  
in Over – New York (2015, 
above) and Fortunate 
(2013, right).

Pollock. It was here he moved from figurative 
work to the cityscapes for which he is now best 
known, and first began working on a grand  
scale. “A teacher commented that I looked so 
constrained and suggested I try using a larger size 
of paper. As soon as I did I felt my work open up.”

Antonides takes a particular pleasure in defying 
the conventions of watercolor, both through the 
scale and drama of his work, and by using steel 
brushes and other tools to “disturb” the paper. 
“Many watercolors are painted in a fragile way. 
They are the sort of thing maybe your aunt would 
do on a Sunday afternoon. But I prefer to make 
them dense and powerful. It’s a way of pushing  
the medium in a different direction. Sometimes  
I know where a piece is going to go, sometimes I 
don’t. To me there’s something beautiful in that 
contrast between delicacy and strength.” 
www.davidantonides.com
Nione Meakin has written about lifestyle and the arts 
for The Guardian, The Telegraph, and Marie Claire.

 DAV ID 
A NTO NID E S
 Berlin, Germany
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